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Abstract

With the prevalence of cloud computing, data owners are motivated to out-

source their databases to the cloud server. However, to preserve data privacy,

sensitive private data have to be encrypted before outsourcing, which makes

data utilization a very challenging task. Existing work either focus on keyword

searches and single-dimensional range query, or suffer from inadequate security

guarantees and inefficiency. In this paper, we consider the problem of mul-

tidimensional private range queries over encrypted cloud data. To solve the

problem, we systematically establish a set of privacy requirements for multidi-

mensional private range queries, and propose a multidimensional private range

query (MPRQ) framework based on private block retrieval (PBR), in which data

owners keep the query private from the cloud server. To achieve both efficiency

and privacy goals, we present an efficient and fully privacy-preserving private

range query (PPRQ) protocol by using batch codes and multiplication avoid-

ing technique. To our best knowledge, PPRQ is the first to protect the query,

access pattern and single-dimensional privacy simultaneously while achieving

efficient range queries. Moreover, PPRQ is secure in the sense of cryptography

against semi-honest adversaries. Experiments on real-world datasets show that

the computation and communication overhead of PPRQ is modest.
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